Swarming small unmanned aerial or ground vehicles (UAVs or UGVs) have attracted the attention of worldwide military powers as weapons, and the weapon-target assignment (WTA) problem is extremely significant for swarming combat. e problem involves assigning weapons to targets in a decentralized manner such that the total damage effect of targets is maximized while considering the nonlinear cumulative damage effect. Two improved optimization algorithms are presented in the study. One is the redesigned auction-based algorithm in which the bidding rules are properly modified such that the auction-based algorithm is applied for the first time to solve a nonlinear WTA problem. e other one is the improved task swap algorithm that eliminates the restriction in which the weights of the edges on graph G must be positive. Computational results for up to 120 weapons and 110 targets indicate that the redesigned auction-based algorithm yields an average improvement of 37% over the conventional auction-based algorithm in terms of solution quality while the additional running time is negligible. e improved task swap algorithm and the other two popular task swap algorithms almost achieve the same optimal value, while the average time-savings of the proposed algorithm correspond to 53% and 74% when compared to the other two popular task swap algorithms. Furthermore, the hybrid algorithm that combines the above two improved algorithms is examined. Simulations indicate that the hybrid algorithm exhibits superiority in terms of solution quality and time consumption over separately implementing the aforementioned two improved algorithms.
Introduction
WTA plays an increasing role given the growing requirement for the collaborative engagement of several weapons relative to several targets in modern battlefields [1] . Various extant studies focused on solutions for WTA that are mainly applied in the traditional high-value weapon platforms such as air defense WTA [2] [3] [4] or ship target strikes [5, 6] . Compared to expensive equipment, swarming UAVs or UGVs attract the attention of military powers worldwide because of advantages including strong autonomy, low cost, high flexibility, and fast upgrades [7] . For example, the United States of America uses the advantages of a large quantity of low-cost UAVs to synergistically destroy a few key enemy targets [8, 9] . Similarly, WTA is of great significance in the swarming combat system. Given the large-scale and decentralized autonomous framework of the swarming combat system, it is necessary to develop more efficient WTA algorithms to maximize the total damage value of enemy targets in a decentralized manner.
Several centralized algorithms to solve WTA problems are proposed based on the research results of operations research and example include the heuristic algorithm [10] , memetic algorithm [11] , genetic algorithm [12, 13] , particle swarm optimization algorithm [14] , bee colony algorithm [15] , and game theoretic strategy [16] . A centralized algorithm efficiently obtains an optimal solution if the number of weapons and targets is low. However, in a large system, a centralized algorithm can result in heavy workload with respect to computation/communication because the central controller is typically responsible for collecting, processing, and disseminating information for the entire system. Additionally, the heavy workload can result in low efficiency for the entire system. Furthermore, the failure of the central controller results in the failure of the entire system [17] .
In order to cope with the large-scale system and enhance reliability, several distributed algorithms are presented in the research areas of multirobot task assignment [18, 19] . However, damage probabilities of weapons to targets are not additive.
e expression for the WTA problem does not typically correspond to a linear sum equation, and thus, it is difficult to immediately apply the distributed algorithms in the areas of multirobot task assignment. In this paper, we introduce two new methods derived from the auction-based algorithm and task swap-based algorithm to optimize the assignment of weapons to targets, given the cumulative effect.
e auction method is explained in terms of economic competition concepts in human's economic activities [20] . In [21] [22] [23] , the conflict-free assignment solution is achieved by introducing auxiliary variable termed as task price, and making robots bid a price for tasks via an iterative auction mechanism. e algorithms presented in [24, 25] adopt the auction-based framework in a manner similar to [21] [22] [23] and extend the algorithms to problems with more constraints on the tasks, such as adding task deadline constraints or group constraints. However, the extension of the auctionbased algorithm to solve the nonlinear WTA problem has rarely been studied. e WTA problem in [1] is similar to our version of the problem where the cumulative damage effect is considered. However, the method in [1] includes the prepared assignment guidance table, which needs a central auctioneer and is not suitable for solving the distributed assignment problem introduced in this paper. is paper further develops the auction-based algorithm, adds a judgment criterion for bidding, and uses the maximum consensus technique rationally. e results show that the solution quality of the redesigned auction method significantly improves while the extra running time is negligible. is paper uses the task swap method to refine the assignment solution after the auction method. e task swap method is applied well to solve the one-to-one mapping assignment problem where each weapon is assigned with a unique target, and an optimal assignment solution is obtained when it runs to completion. Additionally, the task swap method can start from any initial assignment such that it is easy to refine the suboptimal assignment computed via other methods [26] . Significant attention has been focused on the task swap method such as exchanging tasks between pairs of robots [27] or among two or more robots [28] . Recently, some studies [29, 30] proposed a task swap-based method that combined the duality theory with decentralized task allocation approaches. However, despite its decentralized form, the method assumes that global communication exists at each stage when the algorithm is running. Based on the study in [29] , a fully decentralized task swap-based method that combines duality theory with Dijkstra's algorithm in graph theory was proposed [17] , and the method is suitable for scenarios in which robots communicate only with neighbors in their vicinity. However, in [17] , the search for a task swap requires satisfying the condition that the weight value of the edge on the graph G is positive, which decreases the searching scope and extends the searching time. In this paper, we retrofit the method to search for a task swap loop. e weight value of the edge and loop in graph G has no restrictions, which accelerates the optimization process. e simulation results show that the convergence rate of the improved task swap method exceeds that of other task swap-based methods.
Finally, we analyze a hybrid algorithm that combines the redesigned auction-based algorithm and improved task swap algorithm. at is, the redesigned auction-based algorithm is applied to obtain an assignment solution where a reasonable number of suitable weapons are assigned to targets, and the improved task swap algorithm is then applied to refine the assignment solution after the auctionbased algorithm. e simulation results indicate that when compared with implementing one of the algorithms separately, the hybrid algorithm exhibits better performance in solution quality, and the convergence rate is not lower than that of the redesigned auction-based algorithm or improved task swap algorithm.
is paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the background of this paper and model the WTA problem. In Sections 3 and 4, we present a redesigned auction-based algorithm and an improved task swapbased algorithm, respectively. In Section 5, we present the simulation and analyze the results. In Section 6, we summarize the conclusion and outline future research studies.
Weapon-Target Assignment Model
e WTA problem in this paper involves determining a proper assignment of weapons to targets in a decentralized manner with the objective of maximizing damage effect of enemy targets. A simple scenario of the weapons used against the targets is shown in Figure 1 . e scenario exists in applications of intelligent minefield, i.e., intelligent mines with limited ability of reconnaissance, communication, and movement lurk in the battlefield, and they cooperatively attack the enemy targets in the area. We assume that the weapons in this paper are small unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) carrying a gun or explosive device, and the targets are soldiers or military vehicles.
We assume that there are M weapons W � W 1 , . . . , W M and N targets T � T 1 , . . . , T N . e solution of the WTA problem is based on the following assumptions.
Assumption 1.
e capability of the weapons is limited, and thus, the destruction of a target typically requires more than one weapon. e number of the weapons exceeds that of the targets, i.e., M > N. Each weapon is assigned to exactly one target, and each target is attacked by one or more weapons.
Assumption 2.
e problem in this paper is related to static weapon-target assignment (SWTA), i.e., all the weapons attack the targets in a single stage.
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Mathematical Problems in Engineering Assumption 3. Each weapon W i knows a few basic attributes of the targets, and W i maintains local information about the damage probability P ij of each target T j attacked by W i . P ij reflects the likelihood that target T j is destroyed by weapon W i . Given a certain type of target, the damage probability corresponds to a function of relative distance or relative angle between it and a weapon.
Assumption 4. Each weapon is homogenous, and the value val j of each target is identical. Without loss of generality, we assume that val j � 1. e objective is to assign all weapons to the targets such that the total damage value of the targets is maximized, and this is formally stated as follows:
where x ij is a binary variable that indicates whether W i is assigned to T j . If W i is assigned to T j , then x ij � 1, otherwise, x ij � 0. e constraint (2) guarantees that a weapon is assigned to exactly one target at a time. e constraint (3) states that a target is attacked by at least one weapon. It should be noted that the damage probability in objective function (1) is not additive. Additionally, conventional decentralized algorithms, such as an auction-based algorithm or task swap algorithm, are used to solve the linear sum assignment problem. It is necessary to develop new decentralized algorithms to solve the WTA problem.
Auction-Based Algorithm Design
In this section, the redesigned auction-based algorithm is proposed to solve the WTA problem in a distributed manner. e auction-based algorithm operates in a manner similar to a real auction where individuals bid for items by raising their prices via competitive bidding. e total payoffs are almost maximized by individuals iteratively maximizing their own payoffs.
Conventional Auction-Based
Algorithm. e conventional auction-based algorithm is introduced to solve the classic linear sum assignment problem with the one-to-one assignment constraint in this subsection. We assume that the price for target T j at iteration τ is p j (τ) ≥ 0, and this is identical to the auxiliary variables termed as task price in [21, 25] . e payoff for weapon W i relative to target T j is u ij . We assume that u ij does not change during the iterations because the basic attributes of the weapons and targets change slightly during the assignment. e revenue for weapon W i used against target T j at iteration τ is v i j (τ) � u ij − p j (τ). Each weapon bids price p j (τ) for the target with the highest revenue. With respect to weapon W i , if another weapon has bid higher price than that of weapon W i 's previous bid for target T k * (τ− 1) , then the revenue of T k * (τ− 1) changes and is potentially not the highest, and the new desired target T k * (τ) with the highest revenue should be selected. Subsequently, weapon W i makes a new bid for target T k * (τ) and increases the price of T k * (τ) . erefore, the iterative biddings gradually maximize total payoff u ij while the one-to-one assignment constraint is satisfied. e assignment result obtained by the auction-based algorithm is equivalent to an economic equilibrium result, i.e., each individual is satisfied with the goods obtained and no longer possesses an incentive to bid for other goods.
Redesigned Auction-Based Algorithm.
e conventional auction-based algorithm provides an almost optimal solution for the linear sum assignment problem. However, the WTA problem is always formulated as the nonlinear programming model as shown in equation (1) . us, the algorithm does not work well in the WTA problem. Furthermore, the conventional auction-based algorithm is designed for the problem wherein each target is exclusively assigned to a unique weapon. e method of adding virtual targets or weapons can be used to solve the assignment problem with unequal number of weapons and targets. In contrast to the popular method, we propose a method of adding a criterion to verify whether the damage value is improved. e solution is near optimal for the WTA problem while the constraint of the number of weapons on each target is satisfied.
Price Update Rules.
e objective of the WTA problem corresponds to the total damage of the targets, N j�1 val j × P j as shown in equation (1), where P j � 1 − M i�1 (1 − P ij ) x ij . We assume that val j � 1 in assumption 4. If the targets are attacked with the higher damage probability by the weapons, then the total damage of targets N j�1 P j should be maximized.
We set the damage probability P ij to be the payoff u ij , i.e., u ij � P ij . In the auction-based algorithm, each weapon is an economic agent acting in its own best interest. With respect to weapon W i , let k * denote the index of the target with the highest revenue: (5) where T k denotes the set of the candidate targets. e price p j is an auxiliary variable and is used to resolve the WTA problem to satisfy the constraint (3) . When the algorithm terminates, the quality of assignment solution does not depend on p j , i.e., the output assignment solution is almost optimal in terms of payoff u ij instead of the revenue v i j � u ij − p j [24] .
Let k * Δ denote the index of the target with the second highest revenue and is expressed as follows:
In the auction-based algorithm, weapon W i increases the price and bids for its desired target. By bidding iteratively, the auction-based algorithm gradually ensures that every weapon is assigned to its desired target with the almost highest payoff u ij . At iteration τ, if required, the price is updated based on a certain rule as follows:
In equation (7), the new price of the target increases by at least ε. Based on the original idea in an auction-based algorithm, the parameter is constant, and this avoids an endless bidding cycle when two or more weapons repeatedly bid for the same target. Instead of avoiding the algorithm from cycling, we use the parameter to control the rate of convergence because related studies indicate that the higher the ε, the faster the auction-based algorithm converges. In this paper, we define ε � 0.5 × u ik * .
Bidding Criterion.
e WTA and linear sum assignment problem have different objective functions. When the sum of the payoffs is maximized, the cumulative damage probability of the targets is potentially not maximized. us, extending from the conventional auction-based algorithm, we integrate the additional criterion to verify whether the total damage value is improved. In terms of W i , when some other weapon W l exhibits a higher price for W i 's previous desired target, then this implies that weapon W l is more suitable to attack the target. At this time, weapon W i must select a new target to bid. In the implementation, (1) we select the target with the highest revenue based on equation (5) from the candidate target set T k . (2) We calculate the new value of the objective function and verify whether the new value is improved when compared with the previous value, if true, i.e.,
then the new desired target is selected, wherein f i denotes the value calculated by using equation (1) . Otherwise, we repeat procedures (1) and (2) to continue to determine a new target from the remaining targets until the criterion is true or the candidate target set is empty. e implementation is shown in lines 8 to 23 in Algorithm 1.
Maximum Consensus
Technique. Specifically, each weapon must know the current price for each target and assignment information on each weapon-to-target pair during the bidding procedure. In other words, the assignment information among all weapons must be consensus. A maximum consensus technique [23] is used to satisfy the aforesaid requirement. e idea is that at each iteration τ, each weapon W i locally maintains and updates a list of current highest price p i j (τ) for each target by communicating with its neighbors, W l ∈ N W i ∪ W i , and uses the highest price among its neighbors as the local price of the targets. is is expressed as follows:
e reason for obtaining each other's assignment information is to calculate the value of the objective function such that the weapon can use the value to verify whether the solution is improved. Similarly, the same technique is applied such that the assignment information is consensus among all weapons.
Although the objective function value should be identical, different weapons have different values due to the paucity of each other's recent assignment information in the distributed implementation. Let f m (τ) be the symbol of the local objective function value calculated by each weapon W m at current iteration τ. For further explanation of the symbol f i m (τ), the superscript denotes that weapon W i receives the message f m (τ) from weapon W m . With respect to weapon W i , f i m (τ), ∀m ∈ [1, M] is maintained and updated by communicating with its neighbors, and it uses the highest objective function value among its neighbors as the local value. is is expressed as follows:
let α m (τ) denote the index of the target attacked by weapon W m at iteration τ. Each weapon W i locally maintains and updates the lists of the desired targets' index, α i m (τ), and the corresponding payoff u i mα m (τ) for all the weapons. e superscript i denotes that the lists are maintained by weapon W i .
For the sake of explanation, we define a message for bidding in the following format:
. Each weapon W i locally maintains and updates the value of α i m (τ) and u i mα m (τ) from messages with the highest objective function value among its neighbors, i.e.,
Although the price and assignment information may not reach all weapons immediately, accurate information is eventually propagated to all weapons in the connected network.
A single iteration of the redesigned auction-based algorithm for weapon W i is described in Algorithm 1. In fact, the weapons can run Algorithm 1 simultaneously or asynchronously. Algorithm 1 can be summarized as follows:
(1) Weapon W i receives bidding Message l from its neighbors and updates its own local information such as P, F, α, u (see lines 1 to 6). (2) Whether the price p i k * (τ − 1) of the previous assigned target has been increased by other weapons is verified. If true, then the weapon W i should select a new desired target based on the additional criterion as previously mentioned. If there exists a new desired target, then its price and the corresponding assignment information are updated, and a new bidding message is then broadcast (see lines 7 to 23).
Algorithm 1 terminates when all weapons are satisfied for their desired targets, i.e., the price P does not change for Δ ≤ M iterations, where Δ is the weapons' network diameter that indicates the maximal hop of the network.
Performance Analysis.
Algorithm 1 for all weapons terminates in a finite number of iterations with an assignment that satisfies the constraint wherein each target is attacked by at least one weapon. e time complexity of the redesigned auction-based algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
) denotes the running time of Algorithm 1 for each weapon and N((max u ij − min u ij )/ε) denotes the maximum number of iterations for all weapons to run Algorithm 1.
In practice, the results show that the redesigned auctionbased algorithm generally works better than the conventional auction-based algorithm. e main reasons are as follows.
In order to solve the WTA problem via the conventional auction-based algorithm, the objective function as shown in equation (1) is simplified as equation (12) because the conventional auction-based algorithm is aimed at solving the linear sum assignment problem.
where x ij is subject to the constraints (2)-(4). For ease of exposition, we define P sij � 1 − P ij as the survival probability of the target T j attacked by weapon W i . Equation (12) is equivalent to the below equation:
Given the nonlinear cumulative effect, we propose the redesigned auction-based algorithm to solve the
, u i mα m (τ) ; (1) //Update the local assignment information among its neighbors N W i based on the maximum consensus technique.
; // e value of α m and u mα m denotes each weapon-to-target assignment pair 〈W m , T α m 〉 and damage probability of the assignment, respectively. e information is used to calculate the value of the objective function in Step 14.
//Weapon W i selects a new desired target and updates the price if another weapon exhibits a bid higher than W i 's previous price.
e new value of the objective function, f i i (τ), is obtained by using equation (1);
Assign new value to the variables, i.e.,
Retain the previous price and assignment information; (21) If T k ≠ ∅ then go to step 11; (1) is equivalent to minimize the survival probability of the targets as follows:
Based on the arithmetic mean-geometric mean (AM-GM) inequality, for all nonnegative real numbers a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , we have ((a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a n )/n) ≥ �������� � a 1 a 2 · · · a n n √ , equality holds if and only if a 1 � a 2 � · · · � a n . Extending from the AM-GM inequality, we assume that there exists a set of nonnegative real numbers b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n , and n k�1 a k � n k�1 b k � const, and if the variance of the numbers b k is higher than that of a k , i.e., var(b k ) > var(a k ), then n k�1 b k < n k�1 a k . Similarly, we observe equations (13) and (14) and assume that there exists an optimal solution x * ij ∈ 0, 1 { }, ∀i, j for the linear summation (13) ; however, the solution x * ij ∈ 0, 1 { }, ∀i, j is not optimal for the objective function (14), namely,
{ }, ∀i, j is any feasible solution. ere are potentially more suitable solutions for the nonlinear WTA problem.
In order to find more suitable solutions, the redesigned auction-based algorithm improves by adding a judgment condition to verify whether the solution for the nonlinear WTA problem improves (see lines 15 to 22 in Algorithm 1).
us, the redesigned auction-based algorithm generally works better than the conventional auction-based algorithm. Furthermore, the simulation results also demonstrate it.
However, it is hard to provide mathematical proof that the solution for the WTA problem is optimal or almost optimal. e main reason lies in that the additional criterion evaluates the new assignments in a "greedy" manner and may impede some potential good solutions.
Task Swap-Based Algorithm Design
e weapons start moving and launching an attack on the targets when the assignment is completed by the auctionbased algorithm. As the weapons move towards the targets, there is still time to optimize the assignment. e task swap algorithm can be started and interrupted at any time, and thus it is used to further optimize the assignment after the redesigned auction-based algorithm. e main idea of the task swap algorithm is that two or more weapons refine their assignment via exchanging tasks between themselves. Specifically, the term of "perform a task" implies that the target is attacked by the weapon. For further details, the weapons that need to adjust the tasks form a group that is termed as the swap loop. In order to adjust the assignment, each weapon on the swap loop substitutes its task with its successor's along the closed loop. In [17] , the search for a swap loop is used by the primal-dual theory and single source shortest path algorithm such as the Dijkstra algorithm. e process of searching a swap loop involves determining a valid loop on graph G � (V, E) (detailed explanation in Section 4.3). In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed, where we remove the restriction that the weights of the edges on a searching loop must be nonnegative. e improved algorithm decreases the searching length on graph G and searches for multiple swap loops concurrently, thereby improving the efficiency of the solution.
Task Swap Method.
e scene of weapons relative to targets is convenient to describe the concept of the task swap method, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Figure 2(b) shows a matrix of the survival probability of the targets attacked by the weapons. It should be noted that the number of weapons is equal to the number of targets in the example. Specifically, after the assignment by the auction-based algorithm, each weapon is assigned to each target such that every weapon possesses exactly one task to perform, and this case is considered as the one-to-one mapping problem.
To decrease the sum of the survival probability of the targets, the weapons exchange their tasks under certain rules, as shown in Figure 3 . Let α be the assignment vector, i.e., α � [α(1), . . . , α(M)], where α(k) denotes the task assigned to weapon W k . e swap loop is denoted as
denotes the length of the swap loop. e arrows in Figure 3 (c) denote that the task of the previous weapon (e.g., weapon W 1 ) is passed to the next weapon (e.g., weapon W 2 ). We simplify the description of the swap loop as (12, . . ., k), for example, the swap loop in Figure 3 is expressed as (123).
Primal-Dual Problem.
e objective of the WTA problem is to maximize the damage probability of the targets, as shown in equation (1) . e sum of the damage probability and the survival probability is 1, and thus the objective turns into minimizing the survival probability of the targets, and this is expressed as follows:
e task swap algorithm is used to solve the linear sum assignment problem. As previously mentioned, we integrate an additional criterion to verify whether the solution of the WTA problem improves. For the sake of explanation, a linear sum model is used here without considering the cumulative damage effect as follows:
where P sij � 1 − P ij . (16) and (17) are denoted as the primal problem in the dual theory. ere are corresponding dual variables u i and v j , wherein the dual problem is expressed as follows:
Definition 1. Equations
where the symbols u i and v j are used as dual variables in the rest of this paper and should not be confused with the symbol of the payoff u ij and revenue v i j mentioned earlier.
Definition 3.
Reduced costs are defined as follows:
Reduced cost is an auxiliary variable used to imply whether the weapon-target assignment 〈W i , T j 〉 is feasible. Based on equation (20) , the weapon-target pair 〈W i , T j 〉 is feasible only if c ij ≥ 0.
Dijkstra's Algorithm.
Let us define graph G � (V, E), as shown in Figure 4 . Graph G is built from the weapons communication network topology. e node on graph G is composed of a weapon W m and its current assigned target α(m), i.e., V m � (W m , α(m)) ∈ V. e directed edge from V m to V n denotes a new assignment (W n , α(m)), i.e., weapon W m passes its task α(m) to weapon W n . e weight of the edge is w(V m , V n ) � c nα(m) , which is equal to the element of the nth row and α(m)th column in the reduced cost matrix ( Figure 5 ).
In [17] , a novel algorithm is proposed to search for a task swap loop, where the problem is transformed into searching for a loop on graph G. Figure 4 shows the process of searching for a task swap loop by using the Dijkstra algorithm. e Dijkstra algorithm is explained in [31] in detail. Based on Definition 3, the edge is feasible only if w(V m , V n ) � c nα(m) ≥ 0. It should be noted that the nonnegative weight of the edge also corresponds to a constraint for running the Dijkstra algorithm. us, while searching for a task swap loop, each node selects the next candidate node only from outgoing edges with nonnegative weights to join the swap chain. Without loss of generality, let V 1 denote the source node, and the other nodes are termed as leaf nodes. A valid task swap loop is formed when a candidate node V m on the swap chain exhibits an outgoing edge to the source node with the weight w(V m , V 1 ) < 0, and the total cycle weight c L � c P + w(V m , V 1 ) < 0. After tasks exchange, the objective as shown in equation (16) decreases by |c L | (see [17] for the proof in detail).
Improved Task Swap
Algorithm. Based on the related work, we conclude that the assignment result is improved after tasks exchanging if the total weight of the edges along the swap loop is less than zero. us, the search for a swap loop turns into determining a loop with total weight c L < 0 on graph G.
As required by the Dijkstra algorithm, the weight of the edges on graph G is nonnegative. Otherwise, the leaf nodes cannot obtain the results about the shortest distance and path between the source node and themselves by running the Dijkstra algorithm. Specifically, when there is a loop with negative weight, the distance between the leaf node and source node tends to − ∞, i.e., there are no shortest distance and path between the leaf node and source node. e Bellman-Ford algorithm is used to solve the single source shortest path problem and determine whether the graph exhibits a loop with a negative weight. However, the Bellman-Ford algorithm repeatedly requires |V| − 1 relaxation operations on each edge, and thus it exhibits a long running time and is not suitable for scenes with large-scale nodes.
is paper further improves over the Dijkstra-based searching process for finding a task swap loop, and this allows edges and loops with negative weight to appear on graph G. During the process of searching for a task swap loop, if the shortest distance of a leaf node V m on the swap chain (such as the shaded nodes in Figure 4 ) is less than the previous value, then the node V m may be included in the loop with a negative weight. en node V m stops the current search for a swap loop and is used as the new source node, and a new search commences again (see lines 15 to 22 in Algorithm 2). If there exists a loop with c L < 0 between the source node V m0 and leaf node, then a task swap loop that reduces equation (16) is determined. However, for the nonlinear WTA problem, the new assignment after exchanging the tasks along the task swap loop is potentially not improved. e weapons should calculate the new value of the objective function based on equation (1) and verify whether the new value improves when compared with the previous value. If true, then a valid task swap loop is formed (see lines Figure 4 : A swap loop is found on graph G � (V, E). e dark node denotes the source node, and the shaded nodes denote the nodes on the loop (possibly temporarily); the shaded edges denote the spanning tree of searching for a swap loop. e solid edges denote its weight w ≥ 0 (see the value beside the edge), and the dashed edges denote w < 0. e value in the node is the shortest distance from the source. Figure 5 : A reduced cost matrix. e entries in the matrix correspond to the weights of the edges in Figure 4 . e shaded loop in the matrix corresponds to the swap loop in Figure 4 (f ). Algorithm 2.
After exchanging tasks along the task swap loop, any weapon W m on the loop adjusts the dual variables as u m � P smα′(m) , v n � 0, ∀m, n, where subscript α ′ (m) denotes the index of the new assigned target T α′(m) to W m , and resets the reduced cost c mn � P smn − u m − v n . It is observed that there is no dependency on the dual variables between the previous and next processes of searching swap loops. Furthermore, only the local weapons on the task swap loop need to adjust the dual variables, and other weapons do not need to adjust the dual variables. e features facilitate asynchronous searching for multiple task swap loops concurrently, and this speeds up the process of optimizing the WTA solution.
e following example is presented to further illustrate the flow of Algorithm 2. Figure 6(a) shows a survival probability matrix of each target attacked by each weapon. Figure 6(b) shows a reduced cost matrix obtained by the survival probability matrix (see line 1, Algorithm 2). Figure 7 shows the process of running Algorithm 2 to search for a task swap loop. In Figure 7 (c), the distance from node V 2 on the swap chain (the shaded edge) to the source node is V 2 · d � 0, and this is smaller than its previous value of 0.1 as shown in Figure 7(b) . en, we conclude that node V 2 is potentially contained on a loop with a negative weight. Based on lines 15-22, Algorithm 2, node V 2 becomes the new source node and continues to search for a task swap loop. It should be noted that, at this moment, a loop containing node V 2 cannot be considered as a valid swap loop that improves the assignment. is is because a negative weight of an edge on the loop may also result in a reduction of V 2 · d, while the total weight of the loop is positive and the loop does not improve the assignment. Figure 7 (e) shows the shortest distance of the source node is V 2 · d � − 0.1 < 0, and the total weight of the loop is c L � − 0.1 + 0 < 0, i.e., a swap loop that improves the assignment is formed. As shown in the survival matrix ( Figure 6(a) ), it decreases from 1.7 to 1.6 for the sum of the survival probabilities of weapon-target assignment pairs after exchanging the tasks along the task swap loop. Moreover, the amount of reduction 0.1 is identical to the absolute value of the total weight of the loop |c L |.
(1) Initialize the dual variables u m � P smα (m) , v n � 0, ∀m, n, the reduced cost c mn � P smn − u m − v n ; (2) Let S � G · V be the set of candidate source nodes;
(3) While S ≠ ∅ do (4) V m0 : (m0, n0) � argmin V m ∈S c mn is voted among neighbors as the source node; S � S/V m0 ; if c m0n0 ≥ 0, the assignment cannot be improved, then Algorithm 2 terminates; (5) Let Q � G · V be the set of the candidate nodes to be added to the swap chain, let Q � V m0 be the set of the nodes that joined the swap chain (leaf nodes); (6) Let V m · d be the distance from node V m to the source node, let V m · π be V m 's predecessor node; initialize V m · d � ∞, V m · π � NIL, and V m0 · d � 0;
For each node V m on outgoing edge of V pop do (11) If
// is step is termed as the relaxation operation.
End if (15) If V m ∈ Q and the distance V m · d is smaller than its previous value then (16) If V m ∈ S then (17) Change the source node: V m0 � V m ; S � S/V m ; (18) Go to step 5; (19) Else (20) Go to step 3; (21) End if (22) End if (23) If there exists a loop with c L < 0 between the source node V m0 and a leaf node then (24) If f(τ − 1) < f(τ) then (25) e valid task swap loop is found, and Algorithm 2 terminates. (26) End if (27) End if (28) End for (29) End while (30) End while ALGORITHM 2: e improved task swap algorithm DWLCC.
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Performance Analysis.
e time complexity of the improved task swap algorithm to search for a single task swap loop is O(|V| 2 ), where |V| � M in this paper. e analysis is analogous to Dijkstra's algorithm. In order to decrease the total survival probability of the targets, the weapons run Algorithm 2 repeatedly until no further improvements are possible. e number of times Algorithm 2 is run depends on the initial assignment. When compared with the task swap algorithm in [17] , the proposed algorithm is more likely to detect a swap loop with c L < 0, and this converges faster. is is because Algorithm 2 allows edges and loops with negative weight to appear on graph G, and the expansion of the search space contributes to more easy detection of a swap loop with c L < 0. e following simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed algorithm. Proposition 1. We assume a case where M � N. Let w(V m , V n ) ∈ R denotes the weight of the edge on task swap loop, and this also corresponds to the value of the new assignment entries in the reduced cost matrix (see the square entries in Figure 6(b) ). Define c L as c L � L w(V m , V n ), then c L denotes the difference between the new and old solutions, c L � g new − g old , where g is obtained in equation (15) .
Proof. Initialize u m � P smα(m) , v n � 0, ∀m, n, and then we obtain w(V m, V n ) � c nα(m) � P snα(m) − u n − v α(m) � P snα(m) − P snα (n) .
Node V m is the predecessor of V n , i.e., weapon W m passes its task α(m) to weapon W n , and the value P snα(n) of weapon W n becomes P snα(m) . Let g old � i∉L P siα(i) + n∈L P snα(n) and g new � i∉L P siα(i) + n∈L,V m �V n ·π P snα(m) . We have 
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us, Proposition 1 is concluded.
□
Based on Proposition 1, if the numbers of weapons and targets are identical, then the solution is improved by c L every time after exchanging tasks along the task swap loop. Finally, the solution of the objective (15) with an equal number of weapons and targets converges to the optimal solution. Unfortunately, for the same reason given in Section 3.3, it is hard to provide mathematical proof that Algorithm 2 is optimal or almost optimal for the WTA problem with the unequal numbers of weapons and targets.
Experiments
In this section, we verify the good performance of the redesigned auction-based algorithm, improved task swap algorithm, and hybrid algorithm of the aforementioned two algorithms. We implemented the algorithms for different numbers of weapons and tasks. We assume that the weapons network topology is fixed and complete. We randomly generated the damage probabilities P ij from a uniform distribution in (0,1). All algorithms are implemented in MATLAB and run on an Intel Core i7 @ 3.60 GHz processor with 16 GB RAM.
Furthermore, the example videos demonstrate the validity of our algorithms implementation via semiphysical experiments and can be found at https://doi.org/ 10.6084/m9.figshare.7506248. e videos indicate that the algorithms can be performed feasibly in a distributed manner.
Simulation Results of Auction-Based Algorithm.
For ease of description, we name this paper's redesigned auctionbased algorithm AB1 and the conventional auction-based algorithm AB2. e conventional auction-based algorithm implies that the auction-based algorithm is combined with the method of adding virtual targets in [22] such that the WTA problem is reduced to the linear sum problem without considering the cumulative effect. e performances of AB1 and AB2 are compared in terms of solution quality and time consumption. e solution quality is expressed via the mean of the optimized damage value (equation (1)) of 100 simulations. e time consumption is the mean of the runtime of 100 simulations.
e results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that when compared with AB2, AB1 has a higher damage value, and its advantages become more significant when the problem size increases. For up to 120 weapons and 110 targets, the damage value obtained by AB1 is improved by 37% compared to the value obtained by AB2. Although the runtime of AB1 slightly exceeds that of AB2, they are both processed within 0.5 second for up to 120 weapons and 110 targets. e time requirement for WTA is satisfied because ground targets generally move slowly.
To present and analyze the performances of AB1 and AB2 in a more visual manner, the damage value and runtime in Table 1 are plotted in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. Furthermore, the figures reflect the robustness of the algorithms measured via the standard deviation of the damage value and runtime. As shown in Figure 8 , the mean and standard deviation of the optimized damage value of AB1 both exceed that of AB2, and the difference between AB1 and AB2 increases when the problem size increases. As shown in Figure 9 , AB1 performs slightly worse than AB2 in terms of time consumption. Figure 10 further shows the performance of algorithms relative to time. Without loss of generality, only Case 4 is shown. We observe that AB1 achieves the optimal value calculated by AB2 earlier than AB2 does. From this perspective, the computational efficiency of AB1 is not worse than that of AB2.
In summary, the proposed redesigned auction-based algorithm significantly improves the solution quality of the WTA problem in a distributed manner while the time consumption is acceptable. Additionally, the proposed algorithm exhibits good performance to solve the large scale of the WTA problem with unequal number of weapons and targets.
Simulation Results of Task Swap-Based Algorithm.
ree task swap-based algorithms are compared: the proposed algorithm in this paper termed as the Dijkstra with less constrained condition (DWLCC) algorithm; Dijkstra algorithm in the literature [17] ; and breath-first-search (BFS) algorithm, which searches for the swap loop in a manner analogous to a BFS approach in the literature [29] . e solution quality and time consumption of the three algorithms are shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. All statistics are the average values of 100 simulations. e initial assignments for the algorithms are arbitrary: weapons are randomly assigned to targets. With respect to different numbers of weapons and targets, there are four cases as previously mentioned in Table 1 .
As shown in Figure 11 , the three algorithms almost achieve the same optimal value by the time that the loop with c L < 0 cannot be found anymore [17] . However, the Dijkstra algorithm has the constraint wherein the task swap loops must be searched from the edges with nonnegative weight, and a few potential task swap loops from the edges with negative weight cannot be found.
us, under the same conditions, the solution quality of the Dijkstra algorithm is slightly worse than that of the proposed DWLCC algorithm and the BFS algorithm. As shown in Figure 12 , DWLCC performs better, in terms of time consumption, than the other two algorithms. For up to 120 weapons and 110 targets, the time consumption of DWLCC is 53% less than that of the Dijkstra algorithm, and 74% less than that of the BFS algorithm.
In order to observe in a more visual manner, the performance of algorithms over time is plotted as shown in Figure 13 . Without loss of generality, only Case 4 is shown. Figure 13 shows clearly that the proposed DWLCC algorithm has the best solution quality and the fastest convergence speed among the three algorithms. e proposed DWLCC algorithm can also be adapted well to a distributed scenario.
Simulation Results of the Hybrid Algorithm.
e hybrid algorithm proposed in this paper is divided into two stages.
(1) First, the AB1 algorithm is implemented. With respect to each weapon W i , the initialization inputs of the hybrid algorithm are set as the same as that of the AB1 algorithm. e outputs of the hybrid algorithm in this stage are the initial assignments, 〈W i , T α i 〉, ∀i, which satisfy the constraint conditions (2)-(4). e AB1 algorithm terminates when the price P of all targets does not change for Δ iterations. (2) Second, after the AB1 algorithm, the DWLCC algorithm is implemented to refine the assignment obtained by AB1. e initialization input of the DWLCC algorithm is the assignment obtained by AB1, and the output of the DWLCC algorithm is the refined assignment.
Particularly, the number of weapons is greater than the number of targets, but the swap-based algorithm still addresses the problem in this scenario. is is because each weapon holds a "task" after the AB1 algorithm, although the "tasks" performed by different weapons may share the same target. So long as each weapon can hold a task at any time, the weapons can exchange their tasks to improve the assignment. e non-one-to-one mapping scenario (weaponto-target) becomes one-to-one mapping scenario (weaponto-task). e results of the hybrid algorithm, AB1, and DWLCC are shown in Table 2 . For different numbers of weapons and targets, there are four cases as previously mentioned in Table 1 . All statistics are the average values of 100 simulations. Table 2 shows that the hybrid algorithm has best solution quality. e hybrid algorithm and the DWLCC algorithm do not converge to the same optimal solution.
is makes sense because the assignment result obtained by the first stage AB1 algorithm in the hybrid algorithm optimizes the initial input of the second stage DWLCC algorithm. Table 2 shows that the time consumption of the hybrid algorithm slightly exceeds that of AB1, but it is evidently less than that of DWLCC. e weapons start moving and attacking the targets when the first stage (the AB1 algorithm) is completed.
us, to obtain the same solution quality, the hybrid algorithm is completed as fast as the AB1 algorithm. us, the hybrid algorithm is proposed to fully utilize the advantages of both AB1 and DWLCC. Compared to implementing AB1 and DWLCC separately, the hybrid algorithm exhibits better solution quality with no degradation with respect to the time consumption.
Conclusions
In order to solve the WTA problem in a decentralized manner, we propose a redesigned auction-based algorithm, an improved task swap algorithm, and a hybrid algorithm. First, given that the cumulative effect is not additive, we use the maximum consensus technique twice and add a judging criterion to solve the WTA problem. Simulations indicate that, when compared to the conventional auction-based algorithm, the proposed redesigned auction-based algorithm (AB1) represents significant improvements in solution quality (37% on average) while the additional running time is negligible. Second, to refine the task swap algorithm, we eliminate the restriction that the weights of the edges on graph G must be positive, and the optimization process is accelerated. Simulation results indicate that, in the same conditions, the improved task swap algorithm (DWLCC) converges significantly faster to the optimal solution. e average time-savings over the Dijkstra algorithm and BFS algorithm correspond to 53% and 74%, respectively. ird, the hybrid algorithm is analyzed to fully utilize the advantages of AB1 and DWLCC. Simulations and analyses indicate that the hybrid algorithm is superior to implementing AB1 and DWLCC separately in terms of solution quality and time consumption. 6.1. Future Work. Unfortunately, all the weapons are exhausted when the assignment is completed. is scene is meaningful because small unmanned weapons are typically low cost. However, it is necessary to investigate further maximization of the total damage value while minimizing the weapon consumption in a distributed manner.
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